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Abstract 

Films of the chemical precursor tBoc-quinacridone obtained by the spin-coating and bar-assisted 

meniscus shearing methods were subjected to thermal deprotection to recover the organic 

semiconductor quinacridone in its crystalline form. We found that the final crystal structure of the 

semiconductor on the Si/SiO2 substrate is in fact determined by the chemical precursor starting 

structure, which is in turn induced by the deposition method. Indeed, the samples prepared by spin 

coating display the precursor structure known from the literature, which transforms into the β-

quinacridone phase. The shearing technique instead yields highly homogeneous films composed of 

a novel tBoc-quinacridone polymorph, which acts as a trigger for the subsequent formation of a 

pure, well oriented α-quinacridone phase. Although this crystalline form is the least stable of the 

many quinacridone polymorphs, here turns out to be selectively induced and stabilized. Finally, the 

organic field effect transistor charge mobility of the α-quinacridone films was measured. 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Organic semiconductors hold the promise to be complementary to the silicon-based electronics, 

coupling the low cost of both material and processability with potential for applications requiring 

flexible, stretchable and conformable devices.1,2  

The development of the new functional materials employed in this field has recently raised much 

attention to the subject of their polymorphism, which occurs quite commonly in systems where the 

molecules are kept together by weak dispersion forces.3 In fact, the crystal packing, i.e. the relative 

molecular orientations, has a significant effect on field effect mobilities, which depend both on the 

strength and the direction of the electronic coupling between neighbouring molecules.4–6 Thus, the 

capability to modify the crystal phase offers the chance to control the mobility of the charge carriers, 

and this may be achieved in thin films by selection of the growing conditions or by post-deposition 

processing.5,7–9 

In the search of functional materials with low environmental impact, as recommended by the green 

policies10, pigments belonging to the class of the indigoids11–13 were found to possess attractive 

features, displaying balanced, albeit not high, ambipolar field effect charge transport coupled with 

operational stability at ambient conditions.14 All elements of the class also exhibit extended 

polymorphism, with phases which are metastable in the processing conditions getting stabilized at 

surface growths or forming genuine thin film phases.11–13,15,16 Among other pigments candidate as 

semiconductors, quinacridone (QA) has the peculiarity of possessing a molecular structure 

appearing like that of OSC pentacene,17 where however the π conjugation on the molecular skeleton 

is broken by the substituents on the rings. Thus, similar to the case of indigo,15 the solid-state 

assembly is driven both by the very strong intermolecular H-bonds due to the substituents and by 

the π stacking of neighboring molecules. The interplay of interactions results for QA in the existence 

of four known polymorphs. These are characterized by quite different packing arrangements, for 

which different electronic and charge carrier properties can be foreseen, making this system a 

benchmark for the theoretical study between crystal structure and charge transport.18 On more 

practical grounds, QA has been investigated in view of its use as a potential very low cost and stable 

active material in electronic devices.19,20 Owing to the ability to form H-bonds and the lack of 

toxicity, it has also been suggested that its versatility could be extended to using it as a living cell 

interface for applications in bioelectronics.21 QA based organic field effect transistors (OFET) have 

been reported by Glowacki and co-workers,14 who demonstrated its ambipolar character with hole 

mobilities in the order of 0.1 cm2 V–1 s–1 for high vacuum evaporated films having tetratetracontane 



as a gate dielectric. A good reason to prefer vapor deposition methods is the scarce solubility of QA 

in water and in most organic solvents, a factor which prevents its easy processability by large area 

scalable techniques based on solution processing. However, a strategy to overcome such a 

drawback is via the formation of the “latent pigment”, following the methodology developed by 

Zambounis of CIBA Specialty Chemicals in 1994 and applied to pyrrolo-pyrrole pigments.22 The 

chemical functionalization has also been applied to QA,23 using the same synthetic route (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 Synthetic route from quinacridone pigment (QA) to the latent pigment (tBoc-QA). 

 

The latent pigment is prepared by replacing the H atom of the NH group with the t-butoxycarbonyl 

(tBoc) group, a common “protective” agent in organic synthesis. This turns off the N–H∙∙∙O 

intermolecular H bonds holding together neighboring molecules, thus highly increasing the solubility 

in all the common laboratory solvents with respect to the parent system. The pigment itself can be 

easily regenerated by the thermochemical cleavage of the tBoc group.  

The aim of this work was to use the same strategy and prepare films of the QA pigment by large 

area solution printing techniques via the intermediate deposition of the t-butoxycarbonyl-

quinacridone (tBoc-QA) derivative. The focus of the study was on the influence of the process on 

the polymorphic composition of the resulting QA film.   

The outcomes of the classical spin-coating technique and of the roll-to-roll compatible bar-assisted 

meniscus shearing (BAMS) method24,25 were compared, with lattice phonon Raman spectroscopy 

and X-ray diffraction (XRD) providing an efficient polymorph screening. Notably, after deprotection, 

the films prepared by spin-coating were found to display the β form of QA, whereas those prepared 

by BAMS turned out to be entirely consisting of the metastable α form. The most stable γ phase 

instead was never observed. As the thermal cleavage treatment was identical in the two cases, the 

structural characterization of the precursor phase was undertaken, showing that the two deposition 

techniques produce the growth of two different polymorphs of tBoc-QA. This is an example of how 
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the control of the crystalline form of the compound also implies the knowledge of the history of the 

solid phase that generated it. The implications of this finding for film fabrication processes are 

discussed, and the characteristics of OFETs based on the α quinacridone polymorph reported.  

 
 

2. Experimental 

Materials and synthesis 

Quinacridone was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, technical grade purity, and purified by 

sublimation at low pressure in nitrogen atmosphere. Reagent grade solvents bought from Sigma-

Aldrich were used without further purification. 

The protection of the –NH groups of QA by tBoc groups was performed according to Ref. 26 by 

reacting QA pigment powder with di-tert-butyl dicarbonate and 4-dimethylaminopyridine in 

methylene chloride at room temperature under Ar atmosphere. The progression of the reaction was 

followed by TLC and after 48 h no trace of the starting product was found. tBoc-QA was purified with 

column chromatography and recrystallized from ethyl acetate. The 1H-NMR spectrum of the 

obtained product shows five signals in the low-field region ascribable to the aromatic protons and 

a singlet at 1.77 ppm which is due to the methylic protons of the tBoc protecting group. The 

comparison between the integrated intensities of the aromatic protons and the aliphatic protons 

shows that all the aminic groups had been protected by tBoc. This result is also confirmed by the 

mass spectrum (MS), in which the progressive loss of tBu and tBoc groups is clearly observable 

(Figure S1a,b). 

Pigment tBoc-QA may appear in two different polymorphic modifications, named here form I and II.  

Single crystals of tBoc-QA form I were grown by evaporation of an acetone solution kept at room 

temperature. The solution was previously filtered and ultra-sonicated. We obtained hexagonal 

prismatic yellowish crystallites.  

In order to grow mainly tBoc-QA form II single crystals, an acetone solution was filtered, ultra-

sonicated and left to evaporate on a hot stage at 75 °C. In addition to that, we used a crystallite of 

form II from the drop cast sample as growth seed to perform another crystallization from solution, 

with the aim of growing large crystal, suitable for X-ray analysis. 

 

Raman and IR spectroscopy  

Raman spectra of all the crystalline and thin film samples in the lattice phonon region (10-150 cm–

1) and on the intramolecular range (150-2000 cm–1) were collected with a Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 



triple monochromator spectrometer interfaced with the optical stage of an Olympus BX40 

microscope. The excitation wavelength was a Kr+ gas laser tuned at 647.1 nm with a nominal power 

of 1 W reduced by a neutral optical density filter to avoid sample damage.  

FTIR-ATR measurements in the wavenumber range 400-4000 cm–1 with a resolution of 2 cm–1 were 

carried out on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum Two spectrophotometer, equipped with a Universal ATR 

accessory. 

 
X-ray diffraction 
Single-crystal data for all compounds were collected at RT on an Oxford XCalibur S CCD 

diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator (Mo-Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). All the 
tBoc-QA form II samples displayed crystal twinning. Thus, data were treated with the default 

configuration for twinned crystals of CrysAlisPro, and structure solution and refinement were 

performed on the HKLF4 file containing the non-overlapped reflections. The structures were solved 

by intrinsic phasing with SHELXT27 and refined on F2 by full-matrix least squares refinement with 

SHELXL28 implemented in the Olex28 software.29 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined 

anisotropically applying the rigid-body RIGU restraint.30 HCH atoms for all compounds were added in 

calculated positions and refined riding on their respective carbon atoms. Data collection and 

refinement details are listed in Table S1. The Mercury31 program was used to calculate 

intermolecular interactions and for molecular graphics. Crystal data can be obtained free of charge 

via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html (or from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data 

Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB21EZ, UK; fax: (+44)1223-336-033; or e-mail: 

deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk). CCDC numbers 2067646-2067647. 

For phase identification and variable temperature X-ray powder diffraction experiments, 

diffractograms were recorded on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro automated diffractometer equipped with 

an X’Celerator detector in Bragg−Brentano geometry, using Cu−Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) without 

monochromator in the 2θ range between 5° and 40° (continuous scan mode, step size 0.0167°, 

counting time 19.685 s, Soller slit 0.04 rad, antiscatter slit 1/2, divergence slit 1/4, 40 mA∙40 kV), 

and an Anton-Paar TTK 450+LNC. The Mercury31 program was used for the calculation of the X-ray 

powder patterns on the basis of single-crystal data either retrieved from the Cambridge structural 

database (CSD): α-QA: QNACRD06, β-QA: QNACRD07, and ϒ-QA: QNACRD08, or collected in this 

work: tBoc-QA form I and form II, see Supporting information (Figure S2-S4). 

 

Hot stage (HSM) and cross-polarized optical microscopy (POM) 



Hot stage experiments were carried out using a Linkam TMS94 device connected to a Linkam LTS350 

platinum plate and equipped with polarizing filters. Pictures were collected with the VisiCam 

Analyzer imaging software, from an Olympus BX41 stereomicroscope. 

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) images were taken with an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped 

with polarizer and analyzer at 90° in reflection mode. 

 

Thermal analysis 

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were performed with a Perkin-Elmer TGA-7. Each sample, 

contained in a platinum crucible, was heated in a nitrogen flow (20 cm3 min–1) at a rate of 5 °C min–

1, up to decomposition. Samples weights were in the range 5-10 mg. 

Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) measurements were performed with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 

equipped with a PII intracooler. Temperature and enthalpy calibrations were performed using high-

purity standards (n-decane, benzene and indium). The heating of the aluminium open pans 

containing the samples (3-5 mg) was carried out at 5 °C min–1 in the temperature range of 40-300 

°C. 

 
Thin films and OFET fabrication 

Spin-coated films were prepared with 50 µL of solutions of tBoc-QA (10 mg/mL) in various solvents 

(namely, hexane, diethyl ether, ethanol and acetonitrile) deposited at 1500 rpm for about two 

minutes either on 10×10 mm2 glass microscope slides or on Si/SiO2 substrates from Si-Mat 

(thermally grown SiO2 with thickness of 200 nm).  

For the preparation of the films by the BAMS method, the solution concentration of the latent 

pigment tBoc-QA in chlorobenzene (CB, Sigma-Aldrich) was fixed at 20 mg/mL, and the experimental 

setup used was the one reported in detail in previous works.24,25 The BAMS hot bed was kept at a 

constant temperature of 105 °C, and the best optimal speed (i.e. yielding highly homogeneous films) 

was found to be 1 mm/s. Before depositing the layer of material, the gold electrodes were 

functionalized with pentafluorobenzothiol (PFBT, Sigma-Aldrich) by first exposing the substrates for 

25 minutes to ozone and then immersing them for 15 min in a 2 µL/mL PFBT solution in isopropanol 

(IPA) solution. 

Bottom gate/bottom contact (BGBC) OFETs were fabricated on p-doped Si/SiO2 wafers purchased 

from Si-Mat (SiO2 of thickness 200 nm, C = 17.25 nF/cm2) with pre-patterned interdigitated Cr/Au 

(5 nm/40 nm) electrodes with different channel lengths (L = 25 or 50 µm, W/L ratio = 100) fabricated 



by means of photolithography (Micro-Writer ML3 from Durham Magneto Optics Ltd.) with a lateral 

resolution of 5 µm. 

The de-protection process needed to obtain the films of QA was performed by heating the tBoc-QA 

samples at 180-200 °C on a hot plate for 5 min. The color change observed in the organic material 

is a good indicator of the progress of the reaction.  

The α-QA film electrical characteristics were assessed under ambient conditions using an Agilent 

B1500A semiconductor parameter analyzer coupled with a Karl SÜSS probe station. Transfer 

characteristics were measured in the linear regime, with the drain voltage VD fixed at –5 V, while 

the gate voltage VG was scanned between +10 V and –60 V backward and forward. Output 

characteristics were measured under constant VG from 0 to –60 V with a step of 10 V, while VD was 

scanned between +2 V and –40 V, also backward and forward. Mobility values, threshold voltages 

and on/off current ratios were extracted in the linear regime using the classic MOSFETs equation: 

𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
𝐿𝐿

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷
�
𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷
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3. Results and discussion 

The synthesized tBoc-QA was repeatedly purified by recrystallization in ethyl acetate (EtOAc), 

obtaining platelet-like yellow crystals (Figure S5). Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD) analysis 

yielded a monoclinic structure belonging to P21/n space group with Z = 2 molecules per unit cell, 

and crystallographic parameters (Table S1) in agreement with those of the previously reported tBoc-

QA structure, hereafter denoted as form I.32 

The regeneration of the parent QA in the bulk state was easily achieved by thermochemical 

treatment, as shown by the TGA analysis of Figure S6. The thermochemical process starts at 150 °C 

and ends at 230°C with a loss of about 38% of the initial weight due to the decomposition of the 

two tBoc functionalities which evolve into the release of CO2 and isobutene.33 Hot stage microscopy 

images (Figure S5) and XRD (Figure 2) reveal that in the bulk, and for the indicated temperature 

range, the transformation proceeds through a crystal-to-crystal process with the formation of the 

β-QA polymorph as the only product.34,35 



 
Figure 2 Comparison of the experimental powder XRD patterns with those calculated on the basis of the single-crystal data for 

compounds34. Top: thermal deprotection of a polycrystalline sample of tBoc-QA leads to formation of β-QA.  
 

Characterization of films prepared by spin-coating 

The preparation of homogeneous films of QA from solution requires achieving homogeneous films 

of its precursor first, and thus a number of different organic solvents were tested for the tBoc-QA 

spin-coating deposition, as well as different spinning conditions. Notwithstanding the excellent tBoc-

QA solubility in all most solvents, the best film morphology and homogeneity was realized with 

ethanol solutions, as shown in the optical image of Figure 3a. Based on literature data33 and on the 
tBoc-QA DSC and TGA thermograms of Figure S6, the film deprotection process was performed as 

reported in the “Experimental” section, and the complete removal of the tBoc group was assessed 

by spectroscopic and XRD measurements prior to and following the thermochemical deprotection 

process, as reported in the following. FTIR spectroscopy is an effective and well-established method 

to verify that a complete deprotection of the latent pigment has taken place. The intensity decrease 

of the strong C=O stretching signal, detected around 1750 cm–1, and the appearance of the 

characteristic signal of the N–H stretching mode between 3000 cm–1 and 3200 cm−1, which confirms 

the activation of H-bonding sites (Figure S7), are the markers for the reaction progress.36 We also 

employed Raman microscopy over the range 10-4000 cm–1 to probe both the removal of the tBoc 

groups and the formation of the QA crystalline structure on the same area of the film. With different 

selection rules, infrared and Raman spectroscopies provide similar information over the 

wavenumber range where molecular vibrations are detected and can both be used to monitor the 



chemical reaction. In addition, the Raman spectra in the terahertz range probe the so-called lattice 

vibrations (or lattice phonons), originating from the weak intermolecular force field. These yield a 

unique spectral pattern, which is representative of the crystal structure and can be used to identify 

the phases present in the films. 

In Figure 3 we report Raman spectra, which include the lattice phonon modes (Figure 3c) and the 

range of the molecular vibrations (Figure 3d), of the tBoc-QA spin-coated films spin-cast from an 

ethanol solution before and after the deprotection process, along with the optical images of the 

sample. 

 
Figure 3 Optical images of the Raman characterized films as prepared (a) and after the thermochemical cleavage (b); Raman 

spectra in the lattice phonon range for spin-coated film of tBoc-QA before and after de-protection process compared with QA α and 
β polymorphs spectra from literature16 (c); 1400-1700 cm–1 intramolecular range for tBoc-QA spin-coated film before (yellow trace, 

assigment in-plane NRH bending modes ) and after de-protection (red trace, assignment in-plane C–H bendings and ring C–C 
stretchings) (d).  

 

In Figure 3d the intramolecular vibrational range 1400-1800 cm–1 is reported, which represents a 

diagnostic region sensitive to the tBoc cleavage process. The strongest bands (1567 and 1598 cm-1) 

detected here for QA belong to in-plane total symmetric NRH bending modes which are not present 

in the derivative. In fact, all the in plane bending modes in the region contain a contribution of this 

group, as confirmed by DTF simulations (see SI). Accordingly, the strongest bands of the derivative 

owe their intensity to total symmetric in-plane C–H bendings and ring C–C stretchings, with the 

mode at 1622 cm–1 mostly describing a CO bending. 



The analysis of the lattice phonon region of the Figure 3, with its intense peaks, reveals the high 

degree of crystallinity of the tBoc-QA spin-coated samples. The spectral features recorded over this 

energy range result to be independent of the solvent used for the fabrication (Figure S8) and do 

correspond to those found for the freshly synthesized and re-crystalized tBoc-QA, confirming that 

form I is present in these films.32 The corresponding Raman spectra at a first approximation can be 

interpreted in the framework of the so-called rigid body approach, which considers separately 

vibrational modes arising from the intermolecular and intramolecular force fields.37 In a 

centrosymmetric structure with Z = 2, we can predict at low frequencies the occurrence of six Raman 

active intermolecular modes, classified according to the irreducible representations of the factor 

symmetry group in 3 Ag + 3 Bg. Each of these modes describes a pure concerted vibration of the 

whole molecule around its inertia axes. In the spectrum of Figure 3c, tBoc-QA displays at least six 

easily identifiable peaks below 100 cm–1. Additional less intense scatterings might be indeed hidden 

in the envelope of the strong broad bands that make up the spectrum and could be solved by 

deconvolution. This is not surprising, as the tBoc substituent endows the parent pigment molecule 

with highly flexible groups, activating intramolecular modes at low wavenumbers and making in fact 

the rigid body approximation not fully effective for a detailed spectral analysis. However, what is 

important here is that the unique phonon pattern of tBoc-QA first allows for the identification of the 

compound crystal state, and then for the in situ detection of its cleavage reaction, which proceeds 

with the formation of the QA crystalline form. The previously reported spectral and structural 

characterization of several QA polymorphs 16,34 allows in turn for the identification of the one 

occurring in the film. Based on the presence of the broad bands at 111 cm–1 and at 78 cm–1 , as well 

as of the features below 50 cm–1,16 the pattern of Figure 3c is recognized as that of the powder of 

the QA β-form, given for comparison in the same Figure. The presence of β-QA is further confirmed 

by the pair of bands at 215 and 230 cm−1,16 normally used to discriminate this polymorph from γ-

QA, which is the structure most commonly occurring in the bulk. The similarity of the spectrum to 

that of a powder hints to the absence of a texture in the film.  

The β-QA polymorph assignment given by Raman on the spin-coating samples is confirmed by XRD 

measurements and agrees with the transformation taking place for the tBoc-QA form I 

polycrystalline sample (see Figure 2). As for the films, the most recent literature reports that those 

grown by direct QA sublimation also belong to β-QA phase.14,20 Previously, the only growth of the 

γ-QA phase was observed by sublimation at high temperature (≈ 600 K). This phase was then 

assumed to be the most stable in these conditions, whereas β-QA would grow at much lower 



temperatures, around 500 K.32,38,39 In some instances, small changes in the sublimation conditions 

have been found to induce the concomitant growth of β-QA and α-QA forms,20 similarly to what is 

known for systems such as of pentacene.40 Finally, the films obtained via the precursor by 

Yanagisawa at al.23 contained β-QA. 

 

Characterization of films prepared by the BAMS technique 

The fabrication of films by the BAMS technique24 was undertaken to obtain more homogeneous and 

reproducible samples, compatible with the requirements of large area processing. As previously 

reported, the BAMS technique is a variant of the traditional blade coating method, which consists 

in pouring the solution of the material to deposit between a substrate placed on a hot plate and a 

bar located ∼ 500 μm apart. This allows for the formation of a confined meniscus, which is 

subsequently displaced when the substrate itself is moved horizontally at a constant speed. In 

recent years, this method has proved to induce high crystallinity in thin-films at a speed compatible 

with roll-to-roll processes using as active materials OSCs and OSCs blended with insulating polymers, 

and even for the more challenging formation of charge transfer complexes.41 

The tBoc-QA films prepared by this simple and yet effective solution processing technique feature a 

high homogeneous deposition, with a very good degree of coverage of the whole substrate area. 

This can be seen in Figure 4a, which shows the optical microscopy image of a thin-film fabricated on 

a Si/SiO2 substrate having interdigitated gold-prepatterned contacts, prepared for OFET 

measurements. The images recorded in cross-polarized optical microscopy (POM) highlight the 

morphology and the polycrystalline texture of the sample (Figure 4b). It is worth noting that such 

characteristics are retained after the annealing process at 200 °C (see Figure 4c,d), confirming that 

the thermal cleavage is accompanied by a crystal-to-crystal transformation, in which the formation 

of the new lattice of QA follows the disruption of that of tBoc-QA.  

 



 
Figure 4 Optical (a, c) and POM (b, d) images of tBoc-QA thin films fabricated by BAMS technique before (a, b) and after (c, d) the 

thermal treatment which leads to QA. 
 

The analysis of such a QA lattice reveals the presence of the α form, as demonstrated in Figure 5. 

Figure 5a shows the comparison of the Raman lattice phonon spectra of the film formed by thermal 

annealing with that of the α-QA single crystal from the literature.16 The assignment is unmistakable, 

as the spectrum of the Z = 1 triclinic α form is characterized by the same broad and structureless 

band centred at 97 cm–1.16 The β form found in the spin-coated samples is absent and cannot be 

found even by the Raman mapping of extended areas of the films. The XRD data of Figure 5c, where 

the patterns of the various QA polymorphs are compared to that of the films, clearly confirm that 

the metastable α-QA is the only structure occurring in the BAMS films. The stabilization of 

metastable forms in growth processes that take place at the interfaces is a common phenomenon. 

What is surprising in this case is that contrary to what happens in samples obtained by spin-coating, 

there is complete selectivity towards this structure, to the detriment of the more widely 

encountered β form. The reasons for the formation of the different QA phases must be traced back 

to the crystalline phase of the precursor itself in the two deposition methods. In Figure 6 the tBoc-

QA Raman spectra of films obtained by spin coating and BAMS are compared. The spectra differ in 

the lattice phonon region (Figure 6a), which is indicative of different crystal structures. As mentioned 

before, the 1400-1800 cm–1 interval selected in Figure 6b is specific for intramolecular modes 



sensitive to the cleavage process and is thus relevant to chemical diagnostics. The lack of significant 

differences between the spectra over this range is an indication that the two processing methods 

do not modify the chemical nature of tBoc-QA. Such a test is fully justified by the BAMS higher 

deposition temperature, which could have promoted the precursor partial cleavage, with the 

restoration of a fraction of amine groups. In agreement with the Raman findings, the X-ray 

diffraction pattern of these samples (Figure 5c) displays peaks which do not correspond to reflections 

of the known tBoc-QA form I. Thus, a new tBoc-QA polymorph, hereafter named form II, must be 

responsible for the formation of the α-QA films after the thermal treatment. Its range of 

thermodynamic stability is expected to fall at temperatures higher than those of existence of form 

I. Further, it should be noted that the BAMS technique in these conditions tends to give rise to 

kinetic and metastable polymorphs.42–44  



 
Figure 5 a) Raman characterization in the lattice phonon and b) in the intramolecular range used for the compound identification of 
the films fabricated by BAMS technique. c) XRD patterns of the same BAMS films as prepared and after thermochemical cleavage of 

tBoc groups compared with the different QA and tBoc-QA polymorphs. 
 

To isolate and characterize the new phase, tBoc-QA solutions in acetone were drop cast at increasing 

temperatures and recovered after solvent evaporation at ambient conditions. At a solution and 

substrate T = 75 °C, the block shaped crystallites obtained at ambient T were accompanied by the 

formation of needle shaped specimens, as shown in the images of Figure S9. Accordingly, two 

distinct lattice phonon patterns were identified by Raman, one related to tBoc-QA form I, the other 

to the phase presented in the BAMS processed films. Raman spectra recorded in polarized light for 

the two cases (Figure S9) assist the analysis of each of the patterns in more detail and confirm their 



belonging to two different structures, proving the existence of a second crystal phase. Crystallites 

of this phase singled out by probing their Raman spectrum could finally be structurally characterized 

by SC-XRD (Table S1).  

 
Figure 6 a) lattice phonon and b) intramolecular Raman spectra of spin cast and BAMS tBoc-QA films; c) Diffraction patterns of 

BAMS films and the two tBoc-QA polymorphs. Inset: orientation of the two tBoc-QA molecules with respect of the (20–2) and (200) 
Miller planes in form II. HCH atoms omitted for clarity. 

Like form I, tBoc-QA form II is found to have a monoclinic unit cell with space group P21/c and the 

parameters reported in Table S1. Also, the SI detail the main structural differences between form I 

and form II.  



As expected, the peak positions of the XRD spectrum collected on the BAMS tBoc-QA film 

correspond to those of form II, as displayed in detail in Figure 6c. In particular, two sets of Miller 

planes progressions can be identified. The first one coincides with the (2n00) series of tBoc-QA P21/c 

form II, an indication of a growth with the (100) plane lying on the surface. The second, much 

weaker, coincides with the series (2n0–2n) of the same structure. The molecular orientations within 

these planes are shown in the Figure 6c, where also the arrangement of the quinacridone core face-

to-face stackings with respect to the interface is easily recognizable in either case. Information about 

the presence of two predominant arrangements of the precursor molecule on the surface is also 

supplied by the Raman spectra of the films reported in Figure S10. Basically, only two lattice phonon 

patterns are found in the Raman mapping of large areas of a film kept in a fixed position with respect 

to the laboratory reference frame. Each pattern is characterized by its own motif of relative peak 

intensities. This suggests the presence of two (main) different ways in which the crystalline domains 

are oriented with respect to the impinging polarized excitation laser beam, which agrees with the 

observation of two different series of peaks in the diffractograms. 

The knowledge of how the crystal lattice of the latent pigment is oriented in the film may help the 

modeling of the arrangement of the QA molecules with respect to the substrate after deprotection. 

In fact, since the thermochemical cleavage is found to proceed through a crystal-to-crystal 

transformation, the removal of the gaseous products must take place without a large disruption of 

the reactant lattice, possibly with small movements of the molecular cores to adjust in the product 

lattice. 

 

OFET performance of α-QA films 

Previous works and a patent report QA based OFETs manufactured with high vacuum deposited thin 

films both on Si/SiO2 wafers and on tetratetracontane, where the H-bonded molecules were found 

to form π-stacks aligned parallel to the gate dielectric substrate and the best charge mobilities were 

achieved.17,45,46  On the other hand, QA relevance for applications could be greatly increased if 

crystalline films for OFETs were prepared by printing, overcoming the disadvantages of the lack of 

solubility.  

β-QA OFETs fabricated by the spin-coating technique via the formation of the latent pigment as a 

chemical precursor were characterized by Yanagisawa and co-workers.23 With an understanding of 

how to access it in thin films, in the present work we evaluate the electrical performances of the α-

polymorph based OFETs prepared by the BAMS technique. 



OFETs were manufactured in a bottom gate/bottom contact configuration on Si/SiO2 substrates 

with pre-patterned gold interdigitated electrodes and channel dimensions of 25 and 50 microns, 

keeping constant W/L = 100. Figure 7a and 7b show their transfer curves (drain current ID vs. gate 

voltage VG) in the linear regime and the output characteristic curves (drain current ID vs. drain 

voltage VD), respectively, measured at room temperature under ambient conditions.  

 

 
Figure 7 a) Transfer characteristic curves in linear regime in forward (full line) and backward (dotted line) sweeps and b) corresponding 
output electrical characteristics of the QA thin film transistor prepared (L = 25 µm, W/L = 100) by depositing by BAMS tBOC-QA followed 
by cleavage of tBoc groups. 
 

The curves display typical FET characteristics with current modulation in negative source-gate 

voltage, which is in accordance with hole transport (i.e., p-type behavior) occurring in the QA based 

devices. Some hysteresis is visible between the backward and forwards sweeps. From the linear 

regime, we determined the average linear mobility on at least 20 devices, giving a value of μh,av = 

(1.1 ± 0.2)*10-4 cm2 V–1 s–1 with a threshold voltage of VTH,av = –7.9 ± 3.7 V and on-off ratio of 300. 

The performances are not influenced by the different channel lengths suggesting low contact 

resistance, which is also in agreement with the linearity of the output curves at low drain voltages. 

The mobility and on-off ratio found here are both only one order of magnitude higher than those 

reported for the spin-coated β-QA films,23 meaning that semiconducting properties of QA are 

preserved in the α-QA crystal form, but without much improvement. As not even β-QA vacuum 

deposited films23 on Si/SiO2 displayed mobilities as high as those measured on tetratetracontane,14 

the way OSC/substrate interactions drive the assembly at the interface of either crystal modification 

must remain the main factor determining the electrical properties of this compound.  

 



Conclusions 

The strategy of preparing films of crystalline QA via a chemical precursor with higher solubility, 

coupled to the deposition of the precursor by means of the BAMS method, has proved to be 

successful in improving sample homogeneity and reproducibility. Unexpectedly, however, the films 

thus prepared are entirely formed by the α quinacridone polymorph, at variance from what is 

commonly observed in the spin coating depositions, which contain the β form of the pigment. The 

formation of α-QA turns out to be induced by the presence of a different polymorph of the precursor 

itself, whose growth is most likely triggered by the solution shearing crystallisation process 

combined with higher deposition temperatures. The α-QA films display OFET hole mobilities 

comparable to those measured in Ref. 23 for the β form prepared by either the same chemical 

precursor method or high vacuum deposition on Si/SiO2. Much better mobilities were recorded for 

QA by combining ultra-high vacuum fabrication with different substrates and electrode materials,14 

but a direct comparison with these experiments is not meaningful.  

The main piece of information we want to convey here is the when chemical precursor methods are 

employed the precursor polymorph may determine the resulting OSC polymorph.  

Hence, this method may constitute a means for accessing and test different structures, in addition 

to all those already used in crystal engineering to exploit the versatile and multifaced quality of 

polymorphism.  
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